6"x6"x4" STEEL JUNCTION BOX

SEAL USING 'LINK-SEAL' BRAND MODULAR CONDUIT SEAL OR EQUAL. SIZE PER CONDUIT REQUIREMENTS AND INSTALL PER MANUFACTURER REQUIREMENTS. (TYPICAL)

SEE CONDUIT AND CONDUCTOR REQUIREMENTS

PLAN

ENCLOSED INCANDESCENT FIXTURE W/ GLASS GLOBE AND GUARD, APPLETON "REA" SERIES OR EQUAL WITH GLASS GLOB, ALUMINUM GUARD AND 75W INCANDESCENT LAMP, MOUNT PER MANUFACTURER REQUIREMENTS.

ENTRANCE TO MANHOLE

6"x6"x4" STEEL JUNCTION BOX

SEE CONDUIT AND CONDUCTOR Requirements

WP LIGHT SWITCH, IN SURFACE MOUNTED TYPE FD BACKBOX LOCATE SWITCH MAXIMUM 12" HORIZONTALLY FROM EDGE OF LADDER AND MAXIMUM 12" FROM VAULT CEILING

ACCESS LADDER

ELEVATION

20A GFI RECEPTACLE, SURFACE MOUNTED IN TYPE FD WP BACKBOX APPROX. @ 30" AFF.
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